Institut für internationale Bildungs- und Arbeitsmarktprojekte
Institute for international Education and Labour Market Projects

Evaluation of working package No. 6
Products – part 2
This survey about the project-products was conducted online at the beginning of June
online after the partners asked for. The project partners had to fill out the online
questionnaire and had the opportunity to give an explanation. The questions are based
on the planned activities and the objectives of each working package.
The following review is the result of this survey.

1. The evaluation
5 partners did answer this questionnaire. The products seem to be finished in time and
only singular products haven’t finished yet:
•

All partners agree again that the PSC reports after each meeting have been
prepared fast with regard on decisions, solutions and problems to be solved.
The reports have been spread to:
o Biomass key actors
o Project partners
o Website
The range of dissemination got better than 6 months ago.

•

All partners confirm that the needs analyse report from their countries,
focused on the global biomass market, have been finished. All partners
except 2 have translated the reports into their languages. These two partners
this time say that their partners to which have sent the reports read them in
English because their second working language is also English.

•

All partners totally agree that the preparation for the ONE EU Biomass
Competence PROFILE has been finished. All partners have finished the
translation into their language.

•

All partners agree that their organisations have prepared all necessary
issues for the coming product "Biomass European Qualification Structure".
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•

The majority of the partners strongly agree that they are at the first steps to
prepare and create the European Curriculum (structure, training units, etc.).

•

All partners are regarding the European Curriculum in contact with important
biomass key actor and in contact with VET institutions.

•

The partners build transnational biomass-company-networks addressing
following target group(s):
o
o
o
o
o

Political decision makers
Public administrations
Experts and professionals
VET institutions
Others

•

All partners prepared and spread regional/local newsletters about the project
and the project objectives in their own national language (except 1).

•

All partners (totally) agree that their dissemination plans exist and are
working well.

On the whole, there is a much better result than even 6 months ago.
Unfortunately, a partner did not respond, so that the result would have been
here maybe worse. Overall, one can say that the recommendations from the
last survey have yielded success.

The website now offers much more information. Here the coordinators have
done a lot. The search machines find the website of EUVET now with only two
keywords (“EUVET”, “biomass”) in less than 1 second on normally on one of
the first three places of the list.

Dieter Schulze
INIBIA EEIG
Welver-Dinker,28th September 2013
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